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3D VSP migration by image point transform

Calin Cosma1, Lucian Balu1, and Nicoleta Enescu1

defined as sets of linked piecewise planar-reflector elements rather than as collections of point diffractors. True reflectors fitting
this description are enhanced by the IP transform while diffraction patterns, events produced by other wave types, multiples,
and noise of any kind, tend to be suppressed. The inverse transform leads to filtered versions of time-distance profiles. An alternative to performing the inverse transform back to the original
time-distance representation is computing 2D/3D migrated images directly from the transformed IP space. Although the 3D migration by IP transform is applicable to any seismic survey geometry, we focused on procedures for enhancing prestack migrated
images obtained by sparse multioffset, multiazimuth vertical
seismic profiling 共VSP兲 surveys as typically performed for mining site characterization and mineral exploration. The real data
used were collected within an extensive mining seismic investigation program performed in Canada.

ABSTRACT
The common characteristic of the seismic methods involving
downhole measurements is the difficulty of designing surveys
able to image the subsurface space evenly. Migration schemes
for these layouts are sensitive to reconstruction artifacts. The defining property of the image point 共IP兲 transform is its ability to
accumulate amplitudes of curved reflection events appearing in
time-distance profiles into approximately discoidal 共or spherical
in three dimensions兲 vicinities in the IP domain. Due to the reflected wavefields collapsing into such vicinities in the IP domain, the emphasizing of the reflectors consists of enhancing regions with higher amounts of accumulated amplitude. True-dip
filtering can also easily be performed, even for reflectors appearing in the time-distance profiles as curved events due to their dip,
source offset or variable velocity field. Reflecting interfaces are

gives the VSP 3D imaging attempts a bowl shape, in which steeper
reflectors appear near the brim and the more gently dipping reflectors appear near the bottom. Real reflector elements tangent to the
bowl and migration smiles are hard to tell apart 共Cosma, 2003兲. The
approach described here uses the IP transform as a means to overcome these shortcomings.

INTRODUCTION
Seismic surveys involving surface and downhole stations come in
many forms: vertical seismic profiling 共VSP兲, walk-away VSP,
moving-source profiling 共MSP, i.e., a sparse array of fixed receivers
in a borehole and a dense array of moving sources on the surface兲,
and reverse VSP 共RVSP兲, to name only a few. The common characteristic of these methods is the difficulty of designing surveys able to
image the subsurface space evenly. The main reason is the borehole
itself, which represents a preferred “vertical” axis and all imaging attempts tend to display a cylindrical symmetry around this axis. Vertical is used here by convention, e.g., as in VSP, although boreholes
can have any orientation. Regardless of the source and receiver densities, this geometry is prone to the creation of smiling artifacts with
various Kirchhoff migration schemes. Moreover, with VSP the image extent of horizontal reflectors shrinks with depth near and below
the borehole while vertical features are imaged transversely relatively far but only at depths not exceeding that of the borehole. This

IP transform
Let Dn,n ⳱ 1,N be an array of detectors placed along a straight line
in a medium with constant velocity V. Let S be a source point with a
transverse offset with respect to the detector line 共Figure 1兲. The
source S and the detectors Dn,n ⳱ 1,N define a plane P. Let I be a
point in the plane P and R a plane perpendicular to the segment SI,
crossing it in the middle. By definition, the point I is the image of
point S with respect to the plane R and will be referred to as the image
point 共IP兲. Image means therefore “reflected virtual image” of the
source, as in optics. The terminology used here is consistent with
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that used for the introduction of the IP transform by Cosma and
Heikkinen 共1996兲. The distances dn ⳱ 冑 2 Ⳮ 共  I ⳮ  n兲2,n ⳱ 1,N
from point I to detectors Dn are equal to the lengths of the trajectories
from the source S to detectors Dn by reflection on the plane R and tn
⳱ dn / V are the times along these trajectories in a medium with constant velocity V. Hence, tn ⳱ 冑 2 Ⳮ 共  I ⳮ  n兲2 / V defines the time
function of a reflected field from source S to the reflection plane R to
a shot gather g共z,t兲 measured by detectors Dn,n ⳱ 1,N.
The IP transform is related to the Radon transform but the integral
is taken on curved paths instead of straight lines. The definition and
main properties of the 2D IP transform are reiterated here to aid clarity. The IP transformed profile ⌫ 共  , 兲 is obtained by stacking in the
time-depth profile g共z,t兲 along paths corresponding to all 共  , 兲 pairs
within a selected domain  min ⱕ  ⱕ  max, min ⱕ  ⱕ  max, thus covering all possible positions and orientations that a reflecting plane
might have
Zmax

⌫ 共 , 兲 ⳱

冕

dzg共z,t ⳱ tr共 , ;z兲兲,

共1兲

Zmin

where tr共  , ;z兲 is the arrival time corresponding to the planar reflector specified by  and  to the detector at depth z 共Figure 1兲. The inverse transform is constructed by integrating along each path that received the contribution of g共z,t兲 in the direct transform


1
g共z,t兲 ⳱
2 H
2 · V · t t

2

冕

d ⌫ 共 ; ⳱  r共z,t; 兲兲,

共2兲

1

where V is a chosen constant velocity and

 r ⳱ 冑V2t2 ⳮ z2 Ⳮ 2z .

共3兲

The Hilbert transform H and the derivation with respect to time
are used to restore the original signal shape, similarly with the  -p
transform.
If the image point I moves on a circle around the axis  in a medium of constant velocity, the function tn remains unchanged, hence, tn
does not define uniquely a reflector but a class of reflectors. These reflectors intersect the axis  in the same point, the inclination of the
reflector plane R depending on the azimuth  of the image point I. If
the array of detectors does not lie on the straight line axis  , e.g., the
borehole is bent, the solution is no longer degenerated with respect to
the azimuth  . The same stands true if the propagation from source S
to detectors Dn does not take place in a medium of constant velocity.
In both cases, it is still possible to establish a correspondence between a reflector plane R and a time function tn using an image point I
for a given azimuth  . The time functions tn, however, become more
complex than the hyperbolic paths of the constant-velocity case. The
direct IP transform from equation 1 can now be expressed as
Zmax

⌫ 共 , , 兲 ⳱
d

h

Source

冕

dzg共z,t ⳱ tr共 , , ;z兲兲,

共4兲

Zmin

ξ

where tr共  , , ;z兲 is the is the arrival time corresponding to the planar reflector R, specified by  ,  , and azimuth  to the detector at
depth z in a variable velocity medium and  r in equation 3 becomes
Z
Image source
(ξ,ζ,ϕ)

 r ⳱ 冑Vr2t2 ⳮ z2 Ⳮ 2z ,

共5兲

Receiver

ρ = ξ2 + ζ 2

P

ζ

Figure 1. Cylindrical coordinate system 共  , , 兲 used in IP space, in
which the  -axis lies along the borehole 共assumed to be straight兲, the
 -axis is perpendicular to the  -axis and contains the source S, and
the angle  is the azimuth relative to the  -axis in a medium of constant velocity or with 1D variation with depth. All image sources
with the same 共  , 兲 coordinates produce identical time-depth functions because the distances from the image source to all receivers are
independent of the relative azimuth  . This property allows most of
the computations to be performed in two dimensions. The third dimension is regained at a later stage, when the polarization of the data
is examined.

with Vr being the variable velocity along the trajectory from source S
to the reflection plane R to detectors Dn, which also depends on the
azimuth  . The length of this curved ray trajectory through the variable velocity medium is expressed by Vrt.
One can perform the inverse variable velocity curved-path transform but it is of a more practical interest to perform a pseudo-inverse
by applying equation 2, where V will be a constant velocity value
chosen as representative for the data set. After performing the forward and the pseudo-inverse transform, reflection events corresponding to reflectors of all orientations move to their would-be positions in a constant velocity medium.
Coherent events with apparent velocities in the time-distance profiles falling in the range ⳲVr are reconstructed by the forward and inverse transform, whether they cross the whole profile or only a part
of it. These are not necessarily true reflectors because portions of diffraction events and some converted waves, e.g., wider-angle PS conversions, can fulfill this condition. Such events are, however, sup-
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Depth (m)

of the actual propagation velocity in the computation of integral
pressed by stacking multiple profiles because the corresponding ampaths. The filtering effect can be increased by following a nonlinear
plitudes do not focus in the IP space in areas consistent with images
approach instead of the linear integral in the inverse transform. For
of the same reflector. A version of the IP transform that also operates
example, the amplitudes along each stacking path can be ordered
with diffractions can be used for imaging local discontinuities 共e.g.,
and the sum can be performed only for a chosen subset. A less comCosma et al., 2006兲. The general principle on which the diffraction
putationally demanding method is to compute the envelopes in the
IP transform operates is that a diffraction point can be thought of as a
IP transformed space and modulate the sum by the maximum of the
delayed image source.
envelope along each integration path. The optimum weight to be
Similarly to the forward and inverse  -p transform, coherent
used with the filter depends on certain characteristics of the data and
events with apparent velocities falling outside the ⳲVr range tend to
is to be decided on a case-by-case basis. Large weights of the envebe suppressed along with incoherent noise of any kind. The inverse
lope maxima would result in well-defined but fewer events, the
transform therefore leads to filtered versions of time-distance profainter reflections being filteredout along with the noise. Small
files. If the velocity model used does not locally encompass the
weights would let through more events but the coherency would imwhole range of true velocities, reflection events can be partly supprove only slightly. A typical result of such a procedure is illustrated
pressed or imaged spuriously by the transform.
in Figure 3e. A fairly safe procedure for preventing overprocessing
Figure 2 shows two model shot gathers computed at different
depths in a crosshole geometry containing one reflector and coherent and incoherent gray noise.
a)
The velocity field used in the direct transform is
Depth Time (ms)
similar to the one used to build the synthetic data
(m) 0.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00100.00
for the deeper profile but is set 10% to 20% higher
43.00
51.00
than the model for the shallow profile. As a result,
59.00
part of the reflection event in the shallow profile
67.00
disappeared by the application of the forward and
75.00
inverse transform. One can also note the overall
83.00
e)
91.00
Reconstructed and model velocity
decrease in the incoherent noise.
99.00
1500
2500
3500
4500
Figure 3 presents an example of an application
0
b)
of the classic IP filtering for one far-offset threeDepth Time (ms)
component VSP profile, shown as raw and trans(m) 0.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00100.00
50
formed data. An axial raw-data profile is shown in
43.00
51.00
Figure 3a, in which the direct P-wave velocity
59.00
100
was estimated at VP ⳱ 5850 m / s. A slope break
67.00
can be noticed at 440– 460 m, associated with
75.00
150
83.00
three upgoing events marked A, B, and C. Event
91.00
A is a PP reflection from an inclined interface that
99.00
200
also generates an S-wave converted field travelc)
ing with a velocity Vs ⳱ 3350 m / s, marked as
Time
(ms)
Depth
event C. Event B has no apparent associated
250
(m) 0.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00100.00
251.00
S-wave conversion and was interpreted as a PP
259.00
reflection from a subhorizontal interface. The ax300
267.00
ial profile is shown in Figure 3b after true-ampli275.00
tude recovery, removal of direct wavefields, and
283.00
350
291.00
adaptive gain control 共AGC兲. This sequence of
299.00
preconditioning operations did not make second307.00
400
ary wavefields emerge convincingly from the
d)
noncoherent noise background. The reason is that
450
Depth Time (ms)
the contrast of acoustic impedance of the frac(m) 0.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00100.00
251.00
tures and fracture zones versus the background
259.00
rock is low for this data example. Figure 3c dis267.00
plays the envelope of the IP transformed axial275.00
283.00
component profile and Figure 3d shows the two291.00
way transformed axial-component profile. The
299.00
disappearance of the S-conversion, event A, can
307.00
be noted. Several upgoing events appear, following the same trend as event B, along with other
Figure 2. Synthetic shot gathers computed for vertical crosshole geometry. The model
coherent patterns with different orientations.
contains a subhorizontal reflector and gray noise with the same spectral characteristic as
The transformation to the IP domain allows the
the modeled reflection event. 共a, c兲 The original and 共b, d兲 the forward and reverse transapplication of a wide variety of filters, e.g., dip seformed profiles are shown. 共c, d兲 The velocity for the deeper gather has been correctly aclection, multiple- and tube-wave suppression,
counted for in the transform. 共a, b兲 The shallower gather has been reconstructed with a veand coherency enhancement. The general filterlocity 10% to 20% higher 共red curve兲 than 共e兲 the correct one 共blue curve兲, causing the upper part of the reflector to disappear.
ing effect of the IP transform results from the use
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other hyperbolas in the transformed domain with no clear advantage
for processing. The focusing capability of the hyperbolic Radon
transform has also been noted, e.g., by Bickel 共2000兲. The IP transform presented here became a model-driven approach and therefore
goes beyond integration along analytical paths.
The application of the 2D IP transform with the multioffset VSP
data has already demonstrated its validity with numerous reservoir
characterization, ore delineation, and deep rock engineering projects
共Cosma and Enescu, 2004; Enescu et al., 2004; Cosma et al., 2006兲.
The IP transform expanded to three dimensions described here retains the capability to convert velocity-dependent curved reflection
events in the original space 共shot or receiver gathers兲 to points in the IP domain in two and/or three
50 100 150 200 250 300 350(ms)
dimensions.
As reflected wavefields collapse into points in
the IP domain, the signal-to-noise ratio improves
by the mere forward and inverse application of
the IP transform, which reveals more identifiable
reflection events in the transformed data. Events
with smaller apparent velocities than the velocity
field used in the transform are filtered out. For example, as shown in Figure 3, the S-conversion
present in the panel obtained by standard processing has been removed by the direct and inverse IP
transform. Also, noncoherent noise is reduced in
50 100 150 200 250 300 350(ms)
this way. Filters that can be easily implemented in
C B
the IP domain are muting, wave separation, and
dip filtering. Multiples, refractions, and tube
waves are difficult to be separated in shot or receiver gathers. These are easily suppressed at will
in the IP domain as they accumulate in a different
region than the valid reflectors.

consists of randomly rearranging parts of the IP transformed profile
into a dummy one so that causal coherency is destroyed. The dummy
profile is then run through the same processing scheme as the real
profile. Coherent events seeming to emerge in the dummy profile indicate that the power of the filter must be turned down. Nonlinear analytical amplitude modulating functions., e.g., power, sigmoid, and
Weibull functions, have also been used by the authors with various
amounts of success.
The results of the direct and inverse IP transform, IP filtering with
nonlinear enhancement, and IP dip-filtering 共Figure 3f and g兲 illustrate the advantages of the technique. Conversely, the classic Radon
transform converts hyperbolic reflection events in time-distance to
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Figure 3. Application of the classic IP filtering for one far-offset axial-component VSP
profile. 共a兲 Axial-component raw data. 共b兲 Same axial profile after true-amplitude recovery, removal of direct wavefields, and AGC. 共c兲 The envelope of the IP transformed axialcomponent profile shown at 共b兲. 共d兲 Two-way transformed axial-component profile. 共e兲
Nonlinear inverse of the IP transform of the same profile. 共f兲 Dip-filtered version of the
profile at point 共e兲 where all events with  ⬍ 0 in the IP representation from point 共c兲
were muted. 共g兲 Dip-filtered version of the profile at point 共e兲 where all events with 0
⬍  /  ⬍ 0.71 in the IP representation from point 共c兲 were muted.

A parallelepipedic parameterization is created,
as shown in Figure 4, with dx, dy, and dz the voxel
size and I, J, and K the number of voxels along
each axis. The center of the voxel Vijk is
V共Vx,Vy,Vz兲 with Vx ⳱ 共i ⳮ 1兲 · dx ⳮ Ox, Vy ⳱ 共 j
ⳮ 1兲 · dy ⳮ Oy, Vz ⳱ 共k ⳮ 1兲 · dz ⳮ Oz, and O
共Ox,Oy,Oz兲 a chosen local origin. With VSP, the
z-axis is set along the borehole 共or along its bestfitting piecewise linear approximation if the borehole is deviated兲. For convenience, the local origin is chosen at or above the borehole top.
Whenever possible, the velocity distribution is
computed throughout the parametric volume defined above by constrained tomographic inversion 共Cosma, 1983, 1995兲 of traveltimes from all
seismic data available at a given site: VSP, surface 2D/3D, crosshole, and acoustic logging.
Acoustic logging and crosshole data provide a detailed, albeit transversely limited, vertical velocity estimate in regions with existing boreholes.
Multioffset multiazimuth VSP data expand the
velocity estimate horizontally, forming downpointing cones with axes along the boreholes in
which VSP measurements are performed. Surface 3D data complete the estimate by increasing
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the density of the coverage close to the surface. The constraints applied to the tomographic inversion refer mainly to two aspects: mitigation of the dependency with scale of the various data used, e.g.,
borehole logging and surface 3D, and derivation of the velocity field
in regions of the volume weakly illuminated by seismic measurements. In cases in which higher horizontal velocity variability appears closer to the surface, e.g., due to overburden and weathering,
the lateral coverage at depth can be extended by mere horizontal extrapolation. In more complex cases, the lateral extrapolation of the
velocity field away from the boreholes is done by means of an assumed model.
Ray tracing of reflected wavepaths is vital for conserving the resolution throughout processing but it becomes laborious with the increasing complexity of the 3D velocity field.
The solution adopted here for the ray-tracing task consists of tracing rays from each source and each receiver to the centers of all parametric voxels. The traveltime from a source S to a voxel V and from it
to receiver R is computed as

t共S,R,V兲 ⳱

冖

 共ᐉSV兲dᐉSV Ⳮ

冖

 共ᐉVR兲dᐉVR,

共6兲

where  共ᐉ兲 ⳱ 1 / c共ᐉ兲 is the slowness and ᐉSV, ᐉVR are points on the
paths LSV and LVR from the source S to the voxel V and from voxel V
to receiver R, respectively. This is a rather economic way of tracing
rays because not only is the number of rays optimized but also the
scheme can effectively use regularities and symmetries of the velocity field to further reduce the computational effort. Other economic,
or “parsimonious” ray-tracing schemes have been proposed, e.g., by
Hua and McMechan 共2003兲.
The next step of the processing scheme is the 3D vector migration
in a manner similar to Wang 共2004兲 except that the migration is done
voxel by voxel instead of building constant traveltime ellipsoids.
This is by no means a new idea but here it serves more than the mere
purpose of increasing computational efficiency.
Migrating VSP data using a cylindrical system of coordinates presents clear advantages due to the natural axis of the borehole. The
variation of the method presented here, however, uses a parallelepiped parameterization to allow the joint interpretation with the surface 3D survey performed at the same site.
Let a be the particle motion vector at time t共S,R,V兲 in the threecomponent record at receiver R, from source S. Here a can conveniently be replaced by the polarization vector A, computed in a time
window centered on t共S,R,V兲.
The migrated amplitude at point V is

G共S,R,V兲 ⳱ W共V兲具A共t ⳱ t共S,R,V兲兲 · R共R,V兲典,

S125

nonlinear enhancement in IP space, as explained above and shown in
Figure 3. Amplitude variations with the reflection angle are not yet
explicitly included in the W function.
Let it be supposed that a reflection occurs at point V on a planar reflector element P. It is relevant to note that the two arms of the path
LSV and LVR completely define the reflector orientation, the bisector
of the angle between the incident and the reflected paths at V being
the normal N共Nx,Ny,Nz兲 to the planar element P.
The equation of the plane P can therefore be written as

Nx共x ⳮ Vx兲 Ⳮ Ny共y ⳮ Vy兲 Ⳮ Nz共z ⳮ Vz兲 ⳱ 0

共8兲

Nx共x ⳮ  /2兲 Ⳮ Ny共y ⳮ  /2兲 Ⳮ Nz共z ⳮ  /2兲 ⳱ 0,

共9兲

or as

where IP共  , , 兲 is the IP of the origin O through the plane P, as
seen in Figure 4. Likewise, ISm is the image of the source Sm through
the plane P. The original IP transform domain was built on the 兵ISm其
set, which has the particularity that all points are on a circle perpendicular to and centered on the z-axis. The IP transform was initially
written in two dimensions only by a source-dependent representation. The IP domain built on the 兵IP共  , , 兲其 set depends neither on
the source nor on the receiver positions, which makes it a valid representation for multiple offset and multiple borehole surveys and a
bridge between 3D surface and borehole-imaging approaches.
A further change of variable is performed by setting  x
⳱  ·  / 冑 2 Ⳮ  2 and  y ⳱  ·  / 冑 2 Ⳮ  2 with  ⳱ 冑 2 Ⳮ  2 Ⳮ  2.
It follows that the migrated amplitude at point V is

G共S,R,V兲 ⳱ G共V,P共N,V兲兲 ⳱ G共V,P共 , , 兲兲
⳱ G共V,P共 x, y, 兲兲.

共10兲

Let us now compute the total amplitude ⌫, accumulated at point IP
共  , , 兲 by taking the integral over all points V 苸 P,

⌫共 x, y, 兲 ⳱

冕

G共V,P共 x, y, 兲兲dv .

共11兲

x
O(Ox,Oy,Oz)

Sm

y

Rn

Reflection
plane, P

N

共7兲

where R is the versor of the ray-traced direction of arrival at detector
R and W共V兲 is a weighting function. The function W accounts for the
effects of source directivity 共known source-radiation pattern兲,
source coupling 共corrections derived from the analysis of the direct
wavefield兲, depth variable Q-factor 共also determined from analysis
of the direct wavefield兲, and amplitude corrections dependent on the
survey geometry 共correction for the geometric spread along the trajectory from source S to receiver R兲. The dependence of the amplitude on the angle of arrival at the receiver is expressed through the
dot product from equation 7, the amplitude being modulated by the
cosine of the angle between A and R. Takahashi 共1995兲 uses a higher
power of the cosine to enhance the more likely direction of arrival of
the incoming wavefront. A similar approach is included here in the

ρ

V(i,j,k)

IP(ξ,ψ,ζ)
Borehole

Ism
z

Figure 4. Geometry used for the 3D VSP migration by IP transform.
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This is the direct 3D IP transform, similar to the one given in equation 1. Thus, dv is the area of the intersection of voxel V with the
plane P.
The total amplitude accumulated at point V共Vx,Vy,Vz兲 can be computed by taking the integral over all planes intersecting voxel V. That
is, the inverse of the 3D IP transform can be written as

G⬘共V兲 ⳱ H


p

冕

⌫共P共N,V兲兲dp,

共12兲

where dp is a planar element intersecting voxel V.
An alternative to performing the inverse transform to the original
time-distance representation by equation 2 and migrating the filtered
result by a Kirchhoff scheme is computing 2D/3D migrated images
directly from the transformed IP space by equation 12. As explained
above and shown in Figure 4, the reflection plane P is completely determined by the corresponding IP 共  , , 兲. The IP migration
amounts then to mapping the value of ⌫ from equation 4 or equation
11 to the corresponding point V共Vx,Vy,Vz兲.

A partial analogy can be made with moveout corrections where
stacking can destroy the amplitude buildup if patterns representing
the same reflectors in different gathers are not well aligned. Pulling
such patterns on top of each other is generally achieved by manual
fine-tuning of the velocity field. With 3D IP migration, energy corresponding to a given reflector in different shot gathers accumulates in
points close to each other, albeit not necessarily exactly in the same
point, e.g., due to minute inaccuracies of the velocity field. Accumulations of amplitude belonging to the same IP vicinity, hence likely
representing the same reflector, are detected and shifted in phase in

a)

MODEL EXAMPLE
Figure 5 displays the geometry of the multioffset 共31 shotpoints兲,
multiazimuth VSP survey used to illustrate the performance of the
method presented here. On this geometry, a synthetic subhorizontal
reflector has been calculated for all shotpoints and is portrayed by
three 3D imaging techniques: 共a兲 prestack Kirchhoff vector migration, 共b兲 prestack vector migration with stacking in the IP domain
without filtering, and 共c兲 prestack vector migration with stacking in
the IP domain with coherency enhancement in the IP domain. The
same relevant slice of each imaging volume is presented in Figure 6.
The signal characteristics, bandwidth of 10– 200 Hz, receiver geometry, three-components, and geophones at 5-m intervals, were set
to mimic the acquisition of the real data also presented here.
A first observation is the relative similarity, albeit not identity, of
the Kirchhoff vector migration with stacking in the spatial domain
共Figure 6a兲 and migration with stacking in the IP domain 共Figure
6b兲. This similarity indicates that the 3D formulation of the IP transform presented here is indeed robust. To be noted, there is a difference, as slightly more pronounced rectilinearity and smoothness of
the event depicting the modeled plane appears in Figure 6b when
compared to Figure 6a. On the other hand, the limited-coverage
smiling artifacts are quite similar. The situation changes dramatically when coherency enhancement is applied in the IP domain. Due to
its defining property of accumulating energy reflected from plane
segments into points, enhancing coherency in the IP space is equivalent to emphasizing planarity in the real world.

Figure 5. Layout of the borehole and shotpoints used for the multioffset VSP survey 共black兲 and of the shotpoints used for the 3D patch
共gray兲. Vertical seismic profiling data were collected in a slightly inclined borehole approximately 650 m deep, from 31 shotpoints. Receivers were placed at 5-m intervals between 120 and 640 m.

b)

c)

Figure 6. Model VSP data: 共a兲 Full-aperture Kirchhoff vector migration 共equation 7兲, 共b兲 IP migration 共equation 12兲, and 共c兲 IP migration
with enhancement in the image space.
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the transformed data from adjacent sources, improving the amplitude build-up before stacking. Migration artifacts are reduced by this
procedure.
One must note that the reflected wavefield in the 3D IP migration
is built by summing elemental fields produced by reflector elements
defined by their positions and orientations, as opposed to point diffractors obeying the Huygens principle. The two approaches produce similar results for small reflector areas. Conversely, the enhancement by IP migration becomes relevant for reflectors that deviate transversely less than half a wavelength from a locally best-fitting plane segment, at least three to four wavelengths wide, as the
added orientation information starts playing an increasingly important role. Incoherent noise and coherent patterns due to other wave
types and multiples are suppressed because the associated wavefields do not simultaneously fulfill all the constraints: position and
orientation of the reflection element, arrival time 共determined by the
velocity field兲, and polarization direction.

REAL DATA EXAMPLE
The application of the 3D IP migration is also illustrated on a real
data set acquired during a three-component multioffset 共31 locations兲, multiazimuth VSP survey at the Millennium uranium site in
the Athabasca Basin, a Paleo- to Mesoproterozoic quartz arenite basin located in the northern part of the provinces of Saskatchewan and
Alberta in central Canada. Seismic data has been measured from surface and boreholes in a geologically complex area by a high-resolution 3D survey and a VSP survey in a slightly inclined borehole approximately 650 m deep. The layout of the VSP survey and the 3D
patch used as an example here is depicted in Figure 5. Figure 7 presents the 3D velocity model reconstructed by bent-rays tomographic
inversion of arrival times measured on the VSP data set and three
acoustic borehole logs from nearby 共50-m radius兲 boreholes. Figure
8 displays a representative VSP three-component raw-data shot
gather. A technique routinely used by seismic processors to cope
with the multitude of reflector orientations has been building narrow-aperture “beam” migrations in various directions. The narrow
aperture deals with smiles very effectively indeed but there is a question as to where the beam should be pointed. Once the orientation of
the main reflector sets is determined, inferred, guessed, or painstakingly identified by multiple trial and error, this technique works very
well. Figure 9 illustrates such a case, when VSP data is migrated
downward to image one of the main targets present at the site, a subhorizontal reflector at approximately 520 m. However, the other
main objective of the VSP survey, imaging of subvertical reflectors
around the investigated borehole, could not be achieved as easily because their orientation was unknown prior to the interpretation of the
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VSP data. Although it can be achieved by joint evaluation of all VSP
processed profiles, interpretation is significantly more thorough and
reliable if the whole investigation volume can be imaged at once.
This is what the 3D IP migration technique presented here has been
designed to do.
Several reflections with diverse orientations both subhorizontal
and steep are present in the data. Slices of the IP domain data volume
are shown in Figure 10. Figure 10a displays the IP domain data without any filtering applied. In Figure 10b, high amplitudes have been
collected to local maxima, preserving the relative amplitudes between the three components. The result of the inverse transform applied to Figure 11a is shown in Figure 11c and the result of the inverse IP transform applied to Figure 11b is shown in Figure 11d.
Figure 11 reiterates the comparison made in Figure 6, this time for
the case of real VSP data evaluated with respect to images obtained
from the 3D cube, as shown in Figure 11a. The full-aperture Kirchhoff vector migration 共Figure 11b兲 presents a detailed image that is
somewhat difficult to interpret. The narrow-aperture version shown
in Figure 11c resolves subhorizontal reflectors fairly well. The 3D IP
migration 共Figure 11d兲 does not need to be limited in aperture because of the more effective filtering performed in IP space, aimed at
recognizing and enhancing local vicinities with higher amplitudes.
The subhorizontal features are more or less similar to the ones imaged by the limited-aperture Kirchhoff vector migration 共Figure
11c兲 but there are also steep events, some of which correspond to
known faults.
With conventional imaging methods such as VSP-CDP mapping
and scalar and vector Kirchhoff migration, equal traveltime schemes
lead to elliptic-type smearing of the reflectors if insufficient stacking
coverage is provided. However, insufficient coverage is endemic

Z

R

m/s
3487
3746
4004
4263
4522
4780

T

Figure 7. P-wave velocity field reconstruction using static corrections from the first arrivals measured on all VSP profiles. Velocity is
scaled in the 3500– 4500-m / s range 共blue and red, respectively兲.

Figure 8. Typical raw data VSP profiles: axial Z, radial R, and transversal T components recorded by the farthest-away northern offset.
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Figure 9. 共a兲 Crossline slice from the 3D cube with 共b兲 narrow-aperture IP migration from one shotpoint and 共c兲 from three shotpoints computed
independently for each shotpoint; 共d兲 inline and crossline slices from the 3D cube with the same narrow-aperture IP migration from three shotpoints as 共c兲. The red triangles on the main subhorizontal reflector from images at 共a兲 and 共b兲 mark pierce points of that structure as determined
from the geologic logs.
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with borehole seismic methods. Stacking migrated data in the IP
space enhances planarity, which arguably provides a better tool for
geometric approximation of natural reflectors than ellipticity. Moreover, piecewise approximation by segments of the plane generates
more easily distinguishable shapes in a bowl-shape reflector pool inherent for the VSP geometric coverage as such shapes do not interfere with elliptic migration artifacts.
The basic and most important characteristic of IP transform can be
said to be the concentration and enhancement of the reflection wavefield by the IP domain. This property enables a very powerful battery
of filters. The first filter that becomes apparent through all examples
given is the suppression of incoherent noise and of coherent patterns
produced by other wave modes than the one for which the velocity
model has explicitly been built. Because of this, the signal-to-noise
ratio improves and the mere two-way application of the IP transform
reveals more easily identifiable features than the original data.

DISCUSSION
Figure 10. Typical IP space slices computed from the VSP data set
共a兲 before enhancement and 共b兲 after enhancement by nonlinear amplitude focusing by using a Weibull function. Vertical slices are
shown on the left, horizontal slices to the right. All plots are shown
with the same amplitude scale. The maxima 共red dots兲 are fewer and
become better focused after enhancement, resulting in the reduction
of noise and better-defined reflectors.

Coherency enhancement is a powerful tool that is fairly easy to
apply with the 3D IP transform. The images enhanced in the IP domain for the synthetic and the real-life example given here are well
resolved. However, clarity comes at a cost, namely, the suppression
of lesser features, mostly artifacts, but also possible indications of
minute structure details. There is a gray zone between reasonable
certainty and confident denial. The solution adopted here is inherited
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Figure 11. 共a兲 Inline and crossline of the migrated cube resulted from the surface 3D survey, 共b兲 3D cube slices with VSP full-aperture Kirchhoff
vector migration, 共c兲 3D cube slices with narrow aperture 共only dips of 0° to 10° are allowed兲 VSP Kirchhoff vector migration, and 共d兲 3D cube
slices with VSP 3D IP vector migration with enhancement in the image space.
from the original 2D IP transform formalization and consists of creating a dummy data set on an identical setup with the measured one,
with the same frequency and noise characteristics but with no intentional coherency. As accidental coherency and noise-induced artifacts do occur, the processing scheme should always be tuned so that
no meaning would appear in the processed dummy data set.
With the IP transform, reflecting interfaces are defined as sets of
linked piecewise planar reflector elements, the mirror image of the
source with respect to each element forming an IP. With a virtual optical image source, which is the IP, the amplitude builds up at a given
receiver if adjacent receivers also receive high amplitudes from adjacent regions of the same reflecting plane. The IP transform can
therefore be used as a migration technique stacking elements of a
plane rather than elements of ellipsoids as with the Kirchhoff
scheme.
One of the main features of the 3D IP transform is, as with the 2D
IP transform, its robustness to noise. Cultural and environmental
noise and electric and processing artifacts, e.g., parameterization
truncation noise, can display a certain degree of coherency and are
therefore difficult to suppress. They are however reduced in the IP
domain because they do not run along valid integral paths 共as has
been exemplified in Figure 3兲. Obviously, random noise is also unlikely to follow valid integral paths although as with any random
processes surprises are possible and caution should be exercised
with interpretation.
Generally, it is difficult to separate the seismic events produced by

crisscrossing reflectors with different dip angles. These are easily
separated in the IP domain and therefore can be reconstructed separately by the inverse transform. This is a convenient and reliable way
of performing dip filtering, as the dip in question is the true one, not
the apparent straight-line limit drawn through a mass of curved paths
of which hyperbolas are the simplest and fairly idealized ones. Image-point dip filtering is routinely applied 共Cosma and Enescu,
2002; Cosma, 2003; Cosma and Enescu, 2004兲 and was briefly illustrated here in Figure 3.

CONCLUSION
The application of the 2D IP transform with the multioffset VSP
data has already demonstrated its validity with numerous reservoir
characterization, ore delineation, and deep-rock engineering
projects 共Cosma and Enescu, 2004; Enescu et al., 2004; Cosma et al.,
2006; Lee, 2008兲. The expanded 3D IP transform described here is
designed to retain the capability to convert curved reflection events
in the original space to points in the 3D IP domain.
The defining property of the 3D IP transform of converting reflection and/or diffraction patterns produced only by physically possible
features on a user-defined velocity model has considerable potential
because the method intrinsically predicts oriented elemental shapes
共e.g., planar elements兲 that are reconstructed by the forward and inverse transformation.
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